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I. General characteristic of the product
AnyWin is a software package that allows terminal (remote) execution of Windows
applications on Windows servers. Upon user’s request AnyWin launches a GUI
(Graphical User Interface) application on an application server and redirects
individual elements of the graphical interface such as windows, menus or icons onto
the terminal system, thus allowing remote execution.

AnyWin can be used to launch both the applications, which take advantage of the
users graphical interface, and those executed in Windows console mode. The
applications do not require modifications or attaching of additional libraries.
The software consists of two parts – the server and clients. AnyWin server is installed
on the computer which is to be the application server, and is responsible for
authorization handling and launching of the application. The client consists of three
executable files (wfc.exe, vtm.exe and gte.exe) is a program which is installed and
executed on terminal computers. The two systems communicate via the TCP/IP
network. The low throughput requirements make it possible to work not only in a
local network but also in wide area (WAN) network using dedicated connections or
VPN Internet channels. If advanced encryption options are used, communication over
open Internet links is possible.
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AnyWin Console is identical to full version of AnyWin, but allows execution of
applications in Windows console mode only. The present documentation refers to
Terminal Console as well. Any existing differences between AnyWin and AnyWin
Console are clearly pointed out.
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II. AnyWin - main features
Handling of GUI applications (AnyWin full version
only)
AnyWin allows launching of applications which use a windows graphical user
interface (GUI). This is regardless of the library used by the application to handle the
user interface. It can be implemented by direct Win32 API calls or through one of the
higher level libraries such as MFC, WinForms, Delphi VCL, COM objects, etc.

Handling of console applications
Both AnyWin and AnyWin Console can handle 32-bit Windows console applications.
Console applications are handled in text mode, which reduces the server load and the
amount of data transmitted over the network. Since the standard handling of
Windows console is rather slow, a large part of it was reprogrammed. Significant
improvement of console performance on the server side and a reduction of the
processor load was achieved. As a consequence, simultaneous launching of large
numbers of console applications on the server is now possible.

Seamless windows integration
AnyWin does not grant access to the whole server desktop. Instead, only windows
created by the launched application appear on the terminal. We believe that this
solution offers the following advantages:
 It limits the possible interference of the user with the application server
environment. For multi-user business applications it is not recommended for the
user to be allowed to modify and configure the server environment which can
happen in case of full desktop access. The adopted solution limits user’s access to
what is granted by the application.
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 It is more comfortable, since the access to the application windows is direct, and
not via an additional window which shows the image of the desktop.
 It generates less network activity, since only modifications of the application
windows are transmitted without any information concerning the desktop.

Mapping of terminal station (client) printers
To facilitate work in a centralized environment, AnyWin allows the use of terminal
station printers by the application executed on the application server. The printers are
made available to the application automatically through the AnyWin virtual printer
driver, without the need to install them on the server. Two methods of remote printing
are implemented – using the Windows metafiles or bitmaps.
Using mapped printers
If printer mapping is turned on, each application running under AnyWin will see
additional printers mapped from the client machine and special printer called
"AnyWin Printer". Each mapped printer will have @WFC postfix appended to its
original name as seen on the client. @WFC means this is "virtual" AnyWin-mapped
printer.
"AnyWin Printer" always maps to default client printer, even if you don't select "Set
terminal default printer on server" option in client configuration. Other "@WFC"
printers are mapped to the same-named client printers. If "Set terminal default printer
on server"client option is turned on, the same-named server printer becomes the
default printer for the process.
Regardless of whether you choose "AnyWin Printer" or any of the @WFC postfixed
printers printing is made via virtual AnyWin Printer driver and is sent to the
appropriate client printer through the client network connection.
Features
Virtual AnyWin Printer driver supports printing via EMF files and bitmaps.
EMF printing (the default) creates printout in Window Enhanced Metafile format,
transfers printout pages to the client and prints the EMF file on the selected printer.
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EMF printing is preferable over bitmap printing. Usually printouts are smaller and
contain full color information. However, the results depend on the fonts availability on
the client and may slightly differ from original (server) printouts if exactly same fonts
are not available.
Bitmap printing is available in 2, 16 and 256 colors. Rendering is made via printer
driver, so it gives you 100% server printout compatibility but may loose some color
information. Printing in 2 colors (the default for bitmap printing) gives a good printout
results with low memory and transfer overhead. Driver emulates colors using
dithering. All bitmaps are transferred via network in lossless compression format, so
the transfer overhead compared to EMF files is not very large.
Printer Properties
Most of the applications allow user to access printer document properties. Document
properties for AnyWin-mapped printers contain various options that depend on the
original client printer capabilities. Advanced button gives you access to special
"AnyWin Printer" properties. AnyWin properties include selecting EMF or bitmap
printing mode, bitmap color resolution and dithering options for bitmap printing.

AnyWin PDF printer
If printer mapping is turned on the client, special printer called “AnyWin PDF
Printer” is available for application. Printing to this printer will create PDF-format
printout on the client. “Wnflector PDF printer” is available in all AnyWin clients
including HTML5 (browser), Android and native clients.

Mapping the Windows client filesystem – accessing
client files from application
AnyWin server has a built in filesystem filter that allows accessing client system files
via AnyWin native client connection. After unchecking the server’s “Disable file
mapping” option and restarting the server applications gain access to client system
files. Client files can be accessed via WfMount directory which is automatically
created on the system drive (usually c:\WfMount). Client drives are visible as the so-
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named subdirectories of WfMount directory. For example client file d:\temp\test.txt
will be visible by application as c:\WfMount\d\temp\test.txt
Of course, each application has access only to files from the client machine it was
originally started from. Using the mapping mechanism you can for instance save the
newly created by application file directly to client disk. It is also easy to transfer files
between server and client. It is enough to start any file manager under AnyWin (such
as Total Commander) and use it to copy files between client and server
machine.

Two authorization and execution variants
Depending on the client and server options settings there are three possible variants of
user authorization and application execution:
 User authentication by AnyWin server and application execution within the
Windows account used to run AnyWin server (default setting). For security
purposes, in this variant there is also a possibility of launching applications as
different (non-administrative) user.
 User authentication by Windows (active directory) and application execution
within the specified Windows account. If the application is executed within a
Windows user account, it works with the environment and permissions of the
Windows user. The use of Windows user account for application execution
allows a better control of the application on the operating system level.

Working as a farm member and load balancing
Since version 3.4.0.0 AnyWin servers can work together in a group called ‘farm’. For
working as a farm member , each server should be connected via TCP/IP network to
wfman.exe application working as a service on the farm server machine (licensed
AnyWin server). The service controls all client logins, collects server performance
data and directs each client connection to the most appropriate server. There are
several requirements for servers working in the farm:
 There must be the wfman.exe service installed on the machine running
licensed AnyWin server (from version 3.8.0.0 it is installed by default with
all AnyWin servers).

10
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All the farm clients must be free 2-users AnyWin servers which are
available for download from https://www.AnyWin.com. All of them must
have the same version as the farm server.
Note that the total number of user devices attached to the farm may not
exceed the maximum number of devices of a single farm member.
The names of AnyWin server computers must be unique on the network.
Computers that run AnyWin servers must have access to the farm manager
computer via Local Area Network (TCP protocol, port no. 6596).
Users accounts and shared applications data will be stored in a local
subfolder (called tguicfg) on the farm manager machine.
All published/allowed applications must be installed on every computer
working as a farm member. They must be installed in the same paths.

AnyWin server configuration to work as a farm member
To configure AnyWin use the Preferences button or run wmtool.exe application.
After it connects to the server, use Farm button (see description on page 60), check
‘Server works as a farm member’ and enter wfman computer IP address (on the farm
server this IP address must be 127.0.0.1). Then, select or write down the common
disk/directory with the farm configuration data (users, application descriptions). If the
farm member computer has more than one IP address, please choose from the list the
one which will be used for client connections.
To secure server access to the farm manager, you can enable farm password that must
be the same on all farm servers.
If the server works in a local network behind a router with NAT address translation
enabled, check the NAT box and specify the router's address as seen from the Internet.
You should specify also TCP and HTTP ports which are redirected to the server.
Additionally, there is a possibility of enabling Load balancing option. After load
balancing is enabled you have to fill in the field ‘Maximum sessions number for the
server’ with the number of concurrently running remote processes which will be
treated as 100% load of the AnyWin server. This number may be different for every
server in the farm and should be based on the server performance and administrator
experience. After 80% of declared maximum is reached, the system will also use the
CPU load to distribute connections between all servers in the farm (as far as ‘Include
CPU load’ option is checked). If the only criteria of load balancing is to be CPU load,
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please enter ‘1’ in ‘Maximum sessions number for the server’ field and check ‘Include
CPU load’ option.

Adjusting the farm configuration after AnyWin version upgrade
Since version 3.8.0.0 the way of farm communication has been changed. The data
directory shared between all farm members is no longer needed. All the information
about users and applications is stored in the data folder on the farm manager and
shared between servers via Local Area Network. If farm members have been upgraded
from version older than 3.8.0.0, the farm configuration needs to be updated. Entire
update process should be done automatically after the first launch of the farm
manager. However, in case of errors, all farm members must be turned off and then all
configuration files (*.idx,*.dat,*.fpt) in the common farm folder should be
copied manually to AnyWin\server\tguicfg directory on the farm manager
machine. After copying is complete, the farm manager and farm member servers can
be run again.

Optimization of network transmission
A multilevel data compression has been introduced to optimize the amount and the
characteristic of the network traffic. The use of local handling of the mouse cursor on
the terminal station improves the comfort of working with a remote application.
Additionally, it is possible to use an optimization of the mouse cursor handling which
blocks constant sending of the cursor position during mouse movement. The software
implements special options which allow to test AnyWin performance in different
network conditions.

Encryption of network transmission
To ensure secure transfer of information the terminal allows encryption of network
transmission. Three symmetrical encryption algorithms controlled from the terminal
server configurator (WMTool) are available:
 AES with a 128 or 256 bit key,
 3DES with a 192 bit key,

12
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 ANYWIN Prop – an ANYWIN algorithm of low security but high efficiency
(practically does not put any load on the server).
An asymmetric RSA algorithm with a public key is used to negotiate the connection
conditions. The ensuing transmission is encrypted using the chosen symmetrical
algorithm.

GUI editor of application parameters
The wfc.exe application, which serves as a client for launching GUI and console
applications, allows specifying the complete set of parameters from the command line.
Alternatively, it allows editing of those parameters using a simple GUI application.
This is a significant assistance, especially for inexperienced users.

Virtualized application work environment
An application executed in the terminal mode can log in as a AnyWin user or as a
Windows user. In case of a Windows user login the application works with the
environment and permissions of the selected Windows user.
Regardless of whether the application executed in the terminal mode logs into the
Windows system or not, it is executed in a special, virtualized environment. Such an
environment is created at the start of the application and is being used by this
application and all processes that it starts, either directly or by the „out-of-process”
COM objects. If another application is started from the same terminal station, a new
virtualized environment is created for it and its child processes.
The features of the virtualized environment:
 It has its own main window (desktop), with resolution corresponding to the
terminal resolution.
 It has its own name space for classes and windows.
 It has its own name space for the following system objects: mutexes, semaphores,
shared memory blocks, tasks, timers, events. System objects name virtualization
can be turned off. For more information refer to “Specifying application options in
guiapp.cfg configuration file” on page 44.
 It has its own printers mapped according to the application launch options.
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Possible extension of the application and client by
using attached interfaces (API)
No changes to the application code are necessary in order to launch it using the
AnyWin server. However, if the standard functionality of AnyWin is not sufficient,
it is possible to extend the client application by using interfaces supported by the
package. Extension possibilities include:
 Attaching to gte.exe the dedicated RPC (remote procedure call) procedures which
can be called from the application using the RPC mechanism.
 Calling from the application or from the RPC code of built-in library functions
allowing for instance for the transfer of files between the server and the terminal.
 A dedicated interface for xHarbour application users, which allows attaching of
RPC procedures written in xHarbour, and libraries containing xHarbour functions
compatible with earlier versions of the Terminal. An xHarbour interface is still
available as a free option in Terminal GUI package. Terminal GUI is the version
of AnyWin dedicated for Harbour/xHarbour programmers extended with
Harbour and xHarbour libraries.
More details concerning the use of the application and client interfaces and the RPC
procedures can be found in the programmers manual.

System requirements
Following operating systems are supported at this time:
Application server system:
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Windows XP
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8/8.1
Windows 10
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2008/2008R2
Windows Server 2012/2012R2
Windows Server 2016
AnyWin/Console – User Manual

Terminal workstation system:











Windows XP
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8/8.1
Windows 10
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2008/2008R2
Windows Server 2012/2012R2
Windows Server 2016
Android
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III. Installation
AnyWin server installation
Terminal GUI server is to be installed on the computer which will be used as the
application server. The application server must run on one of the following systems:









1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
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Windows XP
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8/8.1
Windows 10
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2008/2008R2
Windows Server 2012/2012R2
Windows Server 2016

AnyWin server must be installed by a user that belongs to the Administrators
group.
If AnyWin is already installed on the server, it must be uninstalled first. To
uninstall, choose the proper Menu option and restart the computer afterwards.
Next, start the wfsetup-xxxx.exe installer and follow the instructions. The default
installation directory of the AnyWin server is c:\AnyWin\server.
Restart the system to complete the installation.
Set the desktop graphic parameters of the server machine. The server can work in
16, 24 or 32-bit/pixel graphics mode. The preferred graphics mode is 32-bit/pixel
(True Color) mode. If the network traffic is a priority then set 16-bit/pixel
graphics mode.
Switch on Themes service.
To do that open the Control Panel->Administrative Tools->Services, choose the
Themes service, change the Startup Type to Automatic, select “Start” and “OK”.
After enabling of the Themes service change the active Theme in the following
manner:
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On Windows XP/2003:
go to Control Panel->Display, go to tag Themes, select Theme "Windows
XP" and confirm "OK".
On Windows Vista:
go to Control panel 
Personalization 
Color and windows style. Select
the "Windows Vista base" and confirm pressing Apply.

On Windows 7:
go to Control panel 
Personalization Select the "Windows base" and
confirm pressing Apply.

On Windows 2008/2012:
Same as on Windows Vista. Sometimes it is necessary to install additional
systemcomponents by using the Server Manager 
Features: choose
Desktop Experience.
7.

8.

On Vista/7/Windows 2008/2012/2016 the users account control (UAC) must be
switched off in the following way: Control panel 
User accounts 
Turn on /
off the users account control function: uncheck use „Users account control”.
If the application will be launched from Windows accounts (Windows
authorization) make sure that:

The accounts have been added to the AnyWin users group created by
AnyWin installer.

On Windows XP/2003 those accounts must be part of the
Administrators group, otherwise some elements of the graphic interface
might not be displayed and the application will not work properly.

Those accountsarenot restricted accounts.

ATTENTION!
If, despite following this installation list, problems persist, additional information can
be found in the guiinstallen.txt file.

AnyWin server activation
After installation, the server works as a free version for 2 concurrent devices.
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To handle purchased number of users, the server requires activation. AnyWin
activation module can be called using Activate license button in the main AnyWin
window or by clicking Licensing button in WMTool application window. The
activation can be done automatically via Internet after entering the activation code
(received while purchasing the license) and clicking Activate online button. The
button becomes active when valid activation code is entered or pasted.

If the computer running WMTool application has no Internet access, then the
activation should be done via e-mail. The message should contain the activation code
and the hardware ID, which is available in the activation module window. The
additional activations.
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activation file attached to the reply message should be registered using Register
activation file button. To activate the server as the main server you must leave
unchecked the checkbox Activate AnyWin server as a BACKUP on this machine. It is
intended for activating an additional server to be launched in case of main server
failure.
After activation, the server main window displays the limit of licensed users, the
number and type of license as well as the name and address of licensee.

ATTENTION!
AnyWin server can be activated only on one machine and it must not be moved to
another computer. Major hardware changes can be interpreted by the server as a
machine change, and then another activation will be required. The number of
activations is limited and if it is exhausted you should ask the manufacturer for
AnyWin/Console – User Manual
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Activation of the backup server
If your main AnyWin server is already activated, you can activate also a backup
server on another machine. First you should install AnyWin server as described on
page 16. Then you may activate the server using the same activation code as for your
main server. Do not forget to check Activate AnyWin server as a BACKUP on this

20
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machine checkbox. The backup server can be activated only once and each subsequent
activation requires the manufacturer’s actions. The backup server is limited to 170
hours of work. After the period expires it must be activated again. The limit is
decreased only in periods when more than two users are connected to the server.
On the backup server, the same applications should be published as on the main
server. Applications must be installed in the same directories.
Synchronization of configuration files between the main server and the backup server
can only be done manually. To do this, you should copy the contents of the
...AnyWin\server\tguicfg directory from the main server to the backup server.
Both servers must be stopped during such an operation. You should also copy the
following file (if exists): ...AnyWin\server\guiapp.cfg.

AnyWin client installation
Terminal client is installed on the computers which will be used as terminal stations.
The Terminal client can work on the following systems:










1.

2.
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Windows XP
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8/8.1
Windows 10
Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2008/2008R2
Windows Server 2012/2012R2
Windows Server 2016
Android
If AnyWin client is already installed on the terminal station, it must either be
uninstalled using the proper Menu option, or a different installation directory
must be selected during installation.
Next, start the wfclsetup-xxxx.exe (or wfsetup-xxxx.exe) installer and follow the
instructions. The wfclsetup-xxxx.exe installer includes only minimal AnyWin
client software while wfsetup-xxxx.exe contains client, server, documentation and
development libraries. To install AnyWin client only, uncheck all options
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except for AnyWin Client Files. The default client installation directory is
c:\AnyWin\client.

Installation validity test
For a quick installation validity test do the following:

On the server:
1.
2.
3.

Start the AnyWin server from the menu
Start 
AnyWin AnyWin Server.
Press Start in the AnyWin server window.
Create new AnyWin user:
Launchthe configurator (WMTool) using the Preferences button in
the AnyWin server window.

In the configurator window choose Users.
Press Add account.

Fill the fields: Name (e.g. test), Password (e.g. testpwd) and Confirm
(e.g. testpwd)

Add the AnyWin user byselecting Save.

Close Users tab using Close button and confirm sending and saving
updated data.

4.

Publish an application:

Click Applications button in configurator window.

Click Add new application button.

Fill in the fields: Short application name (e.g. Notepad), Full
application path (e.g. c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe).

Click Add button.

Save all your changes using Save and close button.

Close AnyWin configurator with Close button.
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On the terminal:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start the AnyWin client (wfc.exe) from the menu
StartAnyWinAnyWin Client.
Fill in the field Server name or IP with AnyWin server machine address.
Go to Login tab and fill in both Login (test) and Password (testpwd) fields.
Click Log in button or go to Applications tab.
Select Notepad icon in Applications tab.
Launch application using button Run Application.

22
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IV. AnyWin client
AnyWin can use a client installed as an application on a user's workstation
(wfc.exe program) or an HTML5 client working in a web browser window.

Client wfc.exe
The wfc.exe application is the client of the AnyWin/AnyWin Console software.
wfc.exe can be used to remotely launch Windows programs that will be executed on
the application server. wfc.exe can be executed in graphic or command line mode.
ATTENTION!
Keep in mind, that since version 3.8.0.0 most of parameters can be “overwritten” with
parameters defined on the server by an administrator. Parameters received from the
server are not visible in wfc.exe module. They are taken into account only when the
application is launched on the server.

Using the wfc.exe client in graphic mode
Launching of the wfc.exe client without any application start parameters or with the
−SHOWGUI parameter displays the GUI editor of session start parameters. All known
values of parameters are initially placed in the proper text fields and can be modified
by the user.
Parameters of the AnyWin client are divided into eight tabs:
Login, Applications, Transmission, Printers, COM Ports, Options, Other and Debug.
There are four controls displayed in the upper part of the window:
 A button used for “pinning” client window - when it is pressed, the window
will not be closed after launching the selected application.
 Server name or IP – a listbox used for choosing server IP or DNS address.
This is the equivalent of the –ADDR command line option of wfc.exe (p. 35).
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Add – a button used for adding subsequent server addresses. Addresses are
stored in Windows registry and can be chosen from the list together with
assigned parameters.
Delete – a button used for removing selected server address together with all
the settings associated with that server.

The lower part of the window contains two buttons:
 Log in/Run application – logs into the server or starts the application on the
server. If any of the required parameters are missing, the application will not
be started and the cursor will be moved to the first of the fields that must be
properly filled. If the application starts correctly, all parameters (apart from
the password) will be saved, overwriting any previous values. The password
can be saved in Windows registry on users request by selecting the option
Save password.
 Advanced menu – enables additional tabs with advanced options
(transmission, printers, serial port mappings etc.).
 Close - cancels launching of the application; the client terminates, all
changes of the parameters are stored for future use.
Described below are the contents of tabs of the wfc.exe client.

„Login” tab
Contains parameters which are used for user identification:
 Login – a text field containing the user name recognized by the authorization
mechanism of the AnyWin server or Windows (depending on authorization
mode set in the server configuration). This is the equivalent of the –USER
command line option of wfc.exe (p. 35).
 Password – a text field used for password of the user defined by the user name
given above. The password is not displayed when typed in. This parameter is the
equivalent of the –PASSWD command line option of the terminal client (p. 35).
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 Domain – a text field to define the domain name. If the user is authorized by
AnyWin’s mechanism, the field is ignored. This is the equivalent of the –
DOMAIN command line option of the terminal client (p. 35).
 Save password – a checkbox which states if the password given above is to be
saved along with other parameters. If this checkbox remains unchecked the user
will be asked to type in his password every time wfc.exe is started.

„Applications” tab
On this tab user can select and launch one of available applications.
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 Working directory – a text field to input the working directory of the starting
application. The directory should be given as a full, explicit path name. In the
command line mode the working directory is given immediately after the terminal
options (see description on page 43). Depending on whether the working
directory is defined by the administrator on the server, the field may be
active or not. If the working directory is left blank by the administrator, the user
can set it on the client side.
 Parameters – a text field containing the parameters (arguments) of the starting
application. In the command line mode the arguments are given at the end of the
command (see description on page 44). Depending on whether the application
parameters list is defined by the administrator on the server, the field may be
active or not. If the parameters list is left blank by the administrator, the user can
set it on the client side.
 List of available applications – set of applications published on the server and
available for the user. Applications are displayed as icons an can be launched
using mouse double-click or by clicking the button Run Application.

„Transmission” tab
This tab contains information which identifies the network transmission parameters.
26
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 Compression – a slider used for selecting the data compression level that is to be
used for transmission between the client and the server. Level 0 switches the
compression off altogether. The default setting is 6. Selection of a higher value
will produce a slightly better compression but will result in a large increase of the
server load.
 TCP Port – a text field which defines the TCP port number where AnyWin
server awaits the client connections.. The port number must be given as a decimal
number, the default value is 6601 (hexadecimal: 19C9). The equivalent of this
parameter in command line mode is the –PORT option (p. 36).
 Small packets – a checkbox, which allows to limit the size of the data packets sent
from the application to the terminal client. If the option is checked the size of a
single packet is limited to 512 bytes. This option is very useful when working on a
garbled network link as it reduces the number of retransmitted packets, thus
reducing the load.
 Wait for the connection – after enabling this option the client waits for the
connection at least for a specified period of time (in seconds).
 Enable automatic reconnect – a checkbox which defines if the client terminal will
try to reconnect in case of transmission problems. The equivalent of this parameter
in command line mode is the –RCNTM option (p. 36).
 Keep trying for – time (in seconds) after which a client to stop trying to reconnect.
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„Printers” tab
The parameters placed in the „Printers” tab allow configuration of the printouts
created by the terminal client.

 Map printers – a checkbox which determines if the printers defined on the client
station should be mapped on the application server. If this option remains
unchecked, all remaining printing parameters become inactive. Keeping this option
unchecked is equivalent to the –NOPRN parameter in gte.exe command line mode.
More information can be found in the description of the –NOPRN option on page
41.
 Server printers visible – a checkbox which determines if the application should see
the printers defined on the application server. The server printers are not seen by
default. If this option is selected the application will see the printers of both the
terminal and the server. Depending on the method of printers identification , this
option may not work properly and server printers will be visible even if the
checkbox is checked. The parameter is the equivalent of the –SVPRN option of the
command line mode (see description on page 42).
 Set terminal default printer on the server – a checkbox which determines if the
default printer defined on the terminal should also become the default printer of
the application on the server. If this option remains unchecked, the default
application printer will not be defined, or it will be the default server printer (if the
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application can see the printers of the application server). Keeping this option
unchecked is equivalent to the –NODEFPRN parameter in wfc.exe command line
mode. The description of the –NODEFPRN option can be found on page 42.
 Set AnyWin PDF printer as default on the server – a checkbox which enables
AnyWin PDF printer as default printer for applications running under AnyWin
on the server. The parameter is the equivalent of the –DEFPRNPDF command
line option (see description on page 43)
 EMF printing/Bitmap printing – switches between the two printing methods:

printing using the EMF (enhanced metafile) files – the default method

printing using bitmaps – to be selected if EMF printing fails
EMF printouts can be transmitted via files or memory (default - memory).
If bitmap printing is selected an additional field becomes active, with a list which
determines the number of colors of the transmitted bitmap. Detailed information
can be found in the description of the –BINPRN option on page 43.

“COM Ports” tab
This tab is used to define mapping of client serial ports on the server.
 Map COM ports – a checkbox which enables serial ports mapping. If there are no
serial ports installed on the client computer, the checkbox becomes inactive. The
equivalent of this parameter is the –CMAP=name command line option of wfc.exe
described on page 40.
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 All server COM ports to corresponding client ports/chosen client port – switches
between the two ways of mapping ports. In the first case all server ports will be
mapped to corresponding client ports (COM1->COM1, COM2->COM2...),
otherwise all server ports will be mapped to the port chosen from available ports
via combo box.
 Disable COM ports optimizations - This parameter turns off the read-ahead and
parameter caching optimization on COM ports. If application executed under
AnyWin does not properly communicate with remote COM port/device, it is
recommended to select (check) the above option and try again. The equivalent of
this parameter in command line mode is the –NOCRA option (p. 40).
 Disable COM ports write buffering – This parameter turns off the write buffering
optimization on COM ports. If application executed under AnyWin does not
properly communicate with remote COM port/device, it is recommended to select
(check) the above option and try again. The equivalent of this parameter in
command line mode is the –NOCBW option (p. 40).
 Disable COM ports ‘GetCommStatus’ optimizations - turns off the serial port
status read optimization. Optimization use status buffering on the server side in
order to minimize the number of remote port status reads. The equivalent of this
parameter in command line mode is the –NOOCS option described on page 40.

„Options” tab
This tab is used to define additional parameters of the terminal.
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 Prevent computer standby mode – a checkbox which allows preventing the client
computer going into standby mode which may result in server connection loss. The
equivalent of this parameter is the –NSLP command line option of wfc.exe
described on page 39.
 Use 16-bit color depth – a checkbox forcing application on the server to work with
16-bit color depth (65536 colors). If the server works with 16-bit color, this option
is ignored. The equivalent of this parameter is the –COLOR16 command line option
of wfc.exe described on page 36.
 Allow ClearType ™ fonts – a checkbox which determines if the application will be
allowed to use ClearType™ fonts. Disabling this option will make the application
look worse, but the amount of the data transmitted via network will be
significantly lower.
 Optimize for drawing smoothness – increases the application windows update rate
at the expense of CPU load. The equivalent of this parameter is the –SMOOTH
command line option of wfc.exe described on page 40.
 Translate MOUSE_WHEEL events – a checkbox enabling automatic translation of
WM_MOUSEWHEEL messages to WM_VSCROLL and WM_HSCROLL. The
equivalent of this parameter is the –MWMAPn command line option of wfc.exe
described on page 37.
 Use server internet browser – this checkbox forces AnyWin server to use server
browser for opening URLs. The equivalent of this parameter is the –SVBWS
command line option of wfc.exe described on page 40.
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 Cursor optimization – a checkbox which allows switching on of the mouse cursor
optimization in order to limit the network traffic. Detailed information about this
function can be found in the description of the -CROPT command line option of
wfc.exe on page 36.
 Drag optimization – a checkbox which enables performance optimization while
dragging screen objects. The equivalent of this parameter is the –DGOPT command
line option of wfc.exe described on page 37.
 Mark remoted windows – a checkbox which determines if the remote windows on
the terminal are to be marked by an additional symbol in the upper left corner.
This option allows for better distinction of windows created by remote applications
using AnyWin from local windows of the client station. The equivalent of this
parameter is the –RMARK command line option of gte.exe described on page 39.
 No application icons – this checkbox disables downloading original application
icons. These icons will be replaced with standard AnyWin client icons.
 Menus handling on server – when checking this checkbox, all application menus
are rendered on the server and transferred to a client as a picture/bitmap instead of
rendering on client. Detailed information about this function can be found in the
description of the -SVMNU command line option of wfc.exe on page 41.
 Multi-display support – enables multi-display mode – the server emulates client’s
environment (parameters and configuration of client workstation monitors) The
equivalent of this parameter is -MMON command line option described on page 41.
 Avoid double frames – when checking this checkbox, AnyWin detects when
application modifies windows frame and eliminates the default client window
frame – this prevents the double-frame problem on the client. If this method is not
appropriate you can turn it off by specifying –NONNCF parameter described on
page 41.

„Other” tab
This tab contains remaining options including user interface language selection and
allows creation on the clients station desktop of an icon/shortcut which can be used to
automatically launch the remote application with a predefined set of parameters.
 Language – a listbox containing all available languages. Switching it automatically
changes texts in all visible tabs and windows.
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 Create desktop icon – this button can be used to create on the terminal desktop an
icon/shortcut for easy starting of a remote application. The shortcut is created
based on the parameters given in all tabs of the gte.exe window. The name of the
shortcut is defined by the user in the Icon name text field. The shortcut will not be
created if any necessary parameters are missing and the cursor will be moved to
the missing text field in the respective tab. To start the application using the
shortcut, double click on the icon and input the password if necessary. The
shortcut will be encrypted if the Encrypt checkbox is checked.
 Create URL icon/shortcut – this button can be used to create on the terminal
desktop a shortcut for launching the selected application in the default web
browser window.

 Change user password – two text fields and a button which can be used for the
user password change operation. The new password and the confirmation should
be exactly the same. The operation is only possible if the server is in AnyWin
authorization mode. If the server authorizes its clients via Windows, the password
can only be changed via operating system mechanism. Be sure that all fields
necessary for login (server address, TCP port number, login name and current
password) are properly filled before password changing button is pressed.
 Status – shows status of connection with the server and the server version (when
logged in).
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„Debug” tab
This tab contains some tools for slow transmission links emulation and collecting
network traffic statistics. These tools allow estimating and optimizing network traffic
for applications working with AnyWin software.






Show network statistics - creates an additional, small window which is used to
display communication statistics. The equivalent of this parameter is the –
NETSTAT command line option of wfc.exe described on page 37.
Enable bandwidth limit – a checkbox enabling slow network link emulation. See
description of command line options: -LINK, -DELAY, -UPLINK, -DOWNLINK
on page 38.

Downlink speed, Uplink speed, Average delay – text fields for entering emulated
network link parameters.

Using the wfc.exe client from the command line
The wfc.exe client can be called from the command line with the application start
parameters in the following way:
wfc [options] workingDirectory programName [parameters]
where [options] - none or several call options as described below:
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-HELP
Displays a brief summary of available options of wfc.exe.
-USER=user_name
The option is used to specify the name of the AnyWin server or Windows user,
whose account will be used for atuthentication.
Example:
-USER=mike
-PASSWD=user_password
The option is used to specify the password of the AnyWin server or Windows
user, whose account will be used to launch the application.
Example:
-PASSWD=mysecretpwd
-DOMAIN=user_domain
For Windows authentication (required appropriate server setting) this option allows
to specify the Windows domain of the user defined by the -USER and – PASSWD
parameters. If the application is to be launched by a local user (not
belonging to a domain), the option –DOMAIN should not be used, or the name of
the computer which is running the AnyWin server program should be substituted
for the domain name.
-ADDR=name_or_ip
The option allows to give the symbolic (domain) address or the IP address of the
application server on which the application will be launched.
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Example:
-ADDR=appserver.mynet.com
-ADDR=10.1.23.55
-PORT=server_port
The option allows to change the server port which is used by the AnyWin server for
connection. The port number is given in decimal. The default port number is 6601.
Example:
-PORT=6000
-COLOR16
The option forces 16-bit color depth on the server for application which is to be
launched on the server.
-CPRn
The option allows to define the compression level of the compression used for the
network transmission of data. The parameter n can assume values from 0 to 9,
where 0 switches the compression off altogether and 9 is the highest available
compression level. If the –CPRn is not used, the default compression level is set to
6.
-RCNTM=time
The option enables automatic reconnect mode in case of transmission problems.
The parameter time can take values from 0 to 600 seconds (0 – reconnection
mode off, time > 0 means number of seconds for the client to give up).
-CROPTn
The option switches on (-CROPT1) or switches off (-CROPT0) the optimization of
the mouse cursor movement on the terminal. When the optimization is active, the
cursor position is sent to the application 150 ms after the cursor movement stops.
Thanks to this, the elements of the interface over which the cursor is moved are
not getting activated, which reduces the network traffic. If the optimization is
switched off, new positions of the cursor are being sent constantly as the cursor
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moves. Switching the optimization off increases the network traffic, yet it gives an
appearance of a faster reaction of the user interface. It should be used only if the
network connection is good, e.g. when working on a LAN network.
-DGOPT
This option enables object dragging optimization by decreasing number of
WM_MOUSEMOVE messages sent to the application while dragging.
-MWMAPn
The option switches on (-MWMAP1) or switches off (-MWMAP0) the translation of
the WM_MOUSEWHEEL mouse message to WM_VSCROLL and
WM_HSCROLL messages. Older applications often do not support the
WM_MOUSEWHEEL message. For such applications you cannot use mouse
wheel to scroll the window content. Automatic message translation allows you to
use mouse wheel scrolling with many such applications. Message translation takes
place only when message is directed to the window with attached horizontal or
vertical scrollbar. If the application does support WM_MOUSEWHEEL message
and does not support WM_xSCROLL messages, then turn the automatic
translation off. By default the translation is on.
-PKTn
For some network devices it is necessary to limit the maximum size of the package
transmitted over the network between the terminal and the application. This can be
done using the –PKTn option. The parameter n can take values from 1 to 3,
depending on the maximum packet size that is to be set (1=1024 bytes, 2=512
bytes, 3=256 bytes).
-NETSTAT
An auxiliary option to check the amount of data transmitted between the
application and wfc.exe. The gte.exe program creates an additional, small window
which is used to display communication statistics.
Rcv blocks number of packets sent from the application to wfc.exe
Rcv Network - number of kilobytes sent over the network from the application
to wfc.exe
Rcv uncpr number of kilobytes received by wfc.exe after decompression
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Snd blocks number of packets sent from wfc.exe to the application
Snd Network - number of kilobytes sent over the network from wfc.exe to the
application
Snd uncpr number of kilobytes received by the application after
decompression
A separate copy of wfc.exe and thus a separate window with the communication
statistics is created for each process. The communication statistics window can be
closed at any time without affecting the functioning of the application.
-LINK=kbps
An auxiliary option – allows to artificially limit the link throughput to the given
number of kilobytes per second. The given value is assumed to be the link
throughput for uplink and downlink traffic independently. This option is very
useful for testing of the application behavior in limited link throughput conditions.
For a reliable emulation, the real throughput of the link between wfc.exe and the
application must be several times larger than the tested value.
Example:
-LINK=128
The value limits the network throughput to 128 kbps.
-DELAY=ms
An auxiliary option – introduces artificially an additional network transmission
delay. The delay appears at each sending and receiving of a network packet. The
option is very useful to test the application behavior in conditions of large
connection delays. The delay value is given in milliseconds. It is recommended to
use the average delay value between the client computer and the application server
as given by the PING program.
Example:
-DELAY=30
-UPLINK=kbps
An auxiliary option – allows to artificially limit the throughput of the link in the
direction from wfc.exe to the application to the to the given number of kilobytes
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per second. The option is very useful for testing of the application behavior in
limited link throughput conditions. For a reliable emulation, the real throughput of
the link between wfc.exe and the application must be several times larger than the
tested value.
-DOWNLINK=kbps
An auxiliary option – allows to artificially limit the throughput of the link in the
direction from the application to wfc.exe to the given number of kilobytes per
second. The option is very useful for testing of the application behavior in limited
link throughput conditions. For a reliable emulation, the real throughput of the link
between wfc.exe and the application must be several times larger than the tested
value.
-RMARK
An auxiliary option – if given, the remote windows on the terminal are being
marked by a sign in the upper left corner. This option allows to easily distinguish
between the windows of remote applications launched using the AnyWin and
local windows on the terminal system.
-SHOWGUI
The wfc.exe program can be started without any parameters or with a set of
parameters not sufficient to correctly establish a link with the server and launch an
application. In such a case a window allowing to input the missing parameters will
appear. If in the command line the user name (-USER), password (-PASSWD), the
address of the server (-ADDR), the working directory (workingDirectory) and the
name of the application (programName) have been given, wfc.exe will attempt to
establish the connection with server and start the application without switching
over to the parameters editor mode. The parameter -SHOWGUI forces the program
to enter the parameters editor mode before establishing the connection, even
though all required parameters are given.
-NSLP
Parameter prevents the client computer going into standby mode. Especially useful
for mobile clients which quickly go into stand by. Going into standby mode results
in server connection loss.
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-SVBWS
Starting from AnyWin version 3.3 all application URL opens made via
ShellExecute/ShellExecuteEx API are by default forwarded to client machine
browser. –SVBWS (server browser) option directs AnyWin server to use server
browser for opening URL.
-CMAP=name
Starting from AnyWin version 3.3 applications can access remote client serial
ports (COM ports). –CMAP parameter specifies how server COM ports are mapped
into client COM ports. By default, all server serial ports are mapped into client
port COM1. This can be also specified explicitly using -CMAP=COM1 parameter.
Instead of name any existing client serial port name can be specified Using CMAP=all directs AnyWin to map all server ports into corresponding client
ports ( COM1<->COM1, COM2<->COM2 e.t.c). Currently, the all mode allows
mapping of ports COM1-COM99. To completely turn off serial port mapping
invoke wfc.exe with CMAP=off parameter
-NOCRA
This parameter turns off the read-ahead and parameter caching optimization on
COM ports. If application executed under AnyWin does not properly
communicate with remote COM port/device, it is recommended to use the above
option and try again.
-NOCBW
This parameter turns off the write buffering optimization on COM ports. If
application executed under AnyWin does not properly communicate with remote
COM port/device, it is recommended to use the above option and try again.
-NOOCS
Turns off the serial port status read optimization. Optimization use status buffering
on the server side in order to minimize the number of remote port status reads.
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-SMOOTH
In normal operation AnyWin server tries to optimize both the server load and
windows images refresh frequency. For instance, if the user does not interact with
the application, the delta refresh frequency drops in one minutes to about 1 second
(one refresh per second). This makes watching the video or other dynamic
drawings difficult or impossible. The –SMOOTH parameter turns this adaptive
behavior off and window images are refreshed with high frequency even if the user
seems to be inactive.
-SHOWAPPS
Using this option will force the client wfc.exe to connect to the server
automatically and show icons of available applications on the Application tab.
-SVMNU
By default application main menu and context menu is re-created on the client and
displayed as client menu. –SVMNU option turns on server menu rendering. When
ON, menu is transferred to client as a picture/bitmap.
-MMON
This parameter turns the multi-monitor mode ON. Configuration and parameters of
the client-side monitors are transmitted to the application and server emulates the
environment identical to that on the client.
-NONCF
Starting with version 3.9.4.5 AnyWin detects when application modifies
window
frame parameters by responding to WM_NCCALCSIZE message and eventually
eliminates the default client window frame. This prevents the double- frame
problem on the client: one default window frame and internal window frame
rendered by the application. If this method is not appropriate you can turn it off by
specifying –NONNCF parameter.
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-NOEMSG
Configures AnyWin client to not display errors in message boxes. Error
messages are only written to log. AnyWin client gte.exe process always returns 0
on successful termination or error code plus 12000 in case of error.
-NOPRN
If the –NOPRN parameter is used, wfc.exe does not perform printer mapping. In
such a case the –SVPRN, -NODEFPRN and -BINPRN parameters are ignored, the
application does not see any printers of the terminal system, while it can see
printers installed on the application server. If the –NOPRN parameter is not
specified at the start of the program, the application on the server can see the
terminal system printers under their names with an attached @WFC postfix. The
details of mapping and handling of the printers are determined by the following
parameters: –SVPRN, -NODEFPRN and -BINPRN. Mapping of the printers involves
reading of parameters of all the printers installed on the terminal system. It is done
at the first call of the application to any function related to the printer handling and
can take from a few seconds up to a few minutes. Thus, if the application is not
going to use the printer it should be started with the –NOPRN parameter.
-SVPRN
The parameter determines if the application should see the printers defined on the
application server. By default, the server printers are not seen. If the –SVPRN
parameter is given the application can see printers defined on both the terminal and
the server. In case of applications getting printers data directly from Windows
registry, server printers can be visible even, if the option was not set.
-NODEFPRN
If a default printer is defined on the terminal, at the start of the application it
becomes the default printer of the application. If such an assignment is not
desirable, it can be blocked by the -NODEFPRN parameter. In such a case the
default application printer will not be defined, or it will be the default server
printer, if the application can see the printers of the application server.
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-DEFPRNPDF
Enables AnyWin PDF printer as default printer for applications running under
AnyWin on the server.
-BINPRN
The default method for transmitting of printouts from the application to the
terminal printer is by using metafiles (enhanced metafile). The printout is created
on disk as a metafile and sent to the printer page by page. This method is not
always successful. In some cases the printouts do not appear on the printer, or
appear in a wrong form, or appear only after exiting from the application. If this
happens it is advised to use bitmap printing. Bitmap printing can be switched on
using the –BINPRN option. If this option is switched on, the images of subsequent
pages of the printout are saved as bitmaps and sent to the printer one page at a
time. Bitmap printing requires more memory since it is necessary to store high
resolution bitmaps in memory. The resolution of bitmaps corresponds to the
printer page resolution which is often very high. A 2-color bitmap is created by
default. In order to save memory we advise to use 2-color bitmaps whenever
possible. To switch the color resolution of the bitmap the parameters –BINPRN1
(two colors) –BINPRN2 (16 colors) or –BINPRN3 can be used. The parameter
-BINPRN31(2 colors) is equivalent to -BINPRN. Switching between enhanced
metafile and bitmap methods and setting bitmap color resolution can also be done
in application via printer properties/advanced button.
workingDirectory – the working directory of the application. If the path contains any
spaces it should be specified in quotation marks, e.g.
”C:\Program Files\myprog”.

The working directory should be given as seen on the application server.
programName – the full path of the launched application (program). If the path
contains any spaces it should be specified in quotation marks, e.g.
”C:\Program Files\myprog\prog.exe”.
The working directory should be given as seen on the application server.
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[parameters] – optional parameters that will be passed to the programName program.
If the parameters contain any spaces they should be specified in quotation marks, e.g.
”par 1”

”par 2”

par3

Examples of wfc.exe calls:
 Starting an application with parameters, without printer mapping
wfc -addr=10.1.18.41 -user=test -passwd=testpwd -noprn
"c:\program files\app" "c:\program files\app\main.exe"
"par 1" "par 2" par3
 Starting an application with metafile printing (default)
wfc -addr=10.1.18.41 -user=test -passwd=testpwd
"c:\program files\app" "c:\program files\app\main.exe"
 Starting an application with two color bitmap printing
wfc -addr=10.1.18.41 -user=test -passwd=testpwd
binprn1 "c:\program files\app" "c:\program
files\app\main.exe"

-

 Starting an application within a Windows user account
wfc -addr=10.1.18.41 -user=winuser -passwd=winpwd
-domain=office "c:\program files\app" "c:\program
files\app\main.exe"

Specifying application options in guiapp.cfg
configuration file
Application execution parameters specified on its startup via wfc.exe client are
inherited by all processes created by this application. Sometimes it is required to
selectively specify process parameters. This can be done by using guiapp.cfg text file
which should be created in the directory where wfserver.exe is located. Lines
beginning with “//” (double-slash) are treated as comments. Other lines should contain
full application path specification (including .exe extention), followed by options to be
used by application. Here is the sample guiapp.cfg file:
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// Application my.exe cannot work with kernel names
// virtualization – we need to turn it off
C:\applications\my\my.exe –knvoff
...
Option could be also defined globally for all applications. If option is not preceded by
application name it has global scope i.e.:
// Turn off kernel names virtualization for all
// applications
–knvoff
...
Applications run in terminal mode read the guiapp.cfg configuration file on their
startup. Applications run indirectly by other terminal application do also read the file.
At the moment the following options can be specified in guiapp.cfg file:
-knvoff
Kernel names virtualization OFF. By default the virtualization of kernel/system
object names is turned on. Every process running in terminal mode and its child
processes run in virtualized namespace. Name virtualization for main process and
its child processes is compatible. That means that if the main process creates the
shared memory block with a specific name, the child process using the same name
will reference the same object. In case of processes that are run independently (or
the child processes of the independently run processes) this is not true. Such
processes will reference two different objects even if they use the exactly same
object name.
In most cases the described behavior will be satisfactory. The problem may arise if
independently run applications use the named kernel objects to communicate
between them. For instance, assume on the Terminal server machine we locally run
the database server which is locally accessible via shared memory block
named “CMDBUF”. On the same server we start in terminal mode the databaseclient application which tries to use “CMDBUF” to communicate with a database
but the communication fails. Communication fails because name virtualization
changes the name application use to something like “CMDBUF.1” where the
appended number is the Terminal session number.
-knvoff option allows to selectively turn off object name virtualization so that the
application/process use the standars (not postfixed) object names.
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-klsubst=langid1,langid2 (keyboard local substitution)
When application starts and everytime client local settings change, the language and
keyboard layout id is sent to application and set for application process. If keyboard
layout substitution is defined for application, then language id received from the client
(langid1), is substituted for langid2 before being set for application. The –klsubst
option is similar to registry keys defined under node
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Keyboard
Layout\Substitutes
In guiapp.cfg file you can define up to 10 global substitutions and up to 10 local
substitutions for each application. For instance:
// Global substitutions
-klsubst=00000409,00010409
–klsubst=00020409,0010409
// Substitutions for myapp.exe application
C:\mydir\myapp.exe -klsubst=0010409,00000409 –
klsubst=00020409,0000409
...
Each language/layout id must have exactly 8 characters. You can find more about
language IDs in MSDN documentation of LoadKeyboarLayout() API.
-actctxoff (no activation context)
To be sure application use comctl32.dll library version 6.0 or newer, AnyWin server
creates and activates its own application activation context. This context is identical to
the original one but contains binding to comctl32.dll version 6.0 or later. If the
application cannot work with comctl32.dll version 6.0 or newer you may block the
activation context creation using –actctxoff option. In such a case some system
controls may display incorrectly.
-remotesessionoff (remote session off)
In applications run via AnyWin GetSystemMetrics(SM_REMOTESESSION) call
returns 1 informing application it executes in remote session. This provides
application with information necessary to optimize remote sessions. Unfortunately,
some applications refuse to run in remote session or assume it is RDP session which
can lead to execution failures. -remotesessionoff option blocks
GetSystemMetrics(SM_REMOTESESSION) API emulation, so that application
executes as if run locally.
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-consoleoff (no console hooking)
In some application it is not desired to mirror application-created console on the client.
For instance some 16-bit GUI applications create hidden console window that
sometimes appears on the client. Console GUI wrappers (such as ConEmu) also create
hidden console (cmd.exe) that does not need to be mirrored on the client. –consoleoff
option turns off console mirroring (hooking) in the process while keeping the GUI
interface support. See also example in description of –srvprocess.
-srvprocess=full_process_exe_path (server process declaration)
Option allows to declare processes (exes) that while invoked from AnyWincontrolled application should be started as regular server process without any
AnyWin intervention. If exe path contains spaces it should be enclosed in quotation
marks. For instance, for proper execution of ConEmu.exe console GUI wrapper you
can use following entries in guiapp.cfg file:
c:\program files\ConEmu\ConEmu.exe -consoleoff -knvoff -srvprocess=c:\windows\system32\cmd.exe
c:\program files\ConEmu\ConEmu\ConEmuC.exe -consoleoff -knvoff -srvprocess=c:\windows\system32\cmd.exe
c:\program files\ConEmu\ConEmu\ConEmuC64.exe -consoleoff -knvoff -srvprocess=c:\windows\system32\cmd.exe

–srvprocess= parameter ensures cmd.exe is executed without any AnyWin
intervention. –consoleoff parameter ensures standard (not-hooked) console interface is
used in all applications. Finally, –knvoff parameter turns off system names
virtualization, that allows for proper communication between ConEmu/ConEmuC
processes (AnyWin-controlled) and standard server process cmd.exe, which does not
use system name virtualization.
-directxon (turn on basic DirectX emulation)
As a general rule don’t use DirectX and hardware graphics acceleration in applications
executed under AnyWin. Whenever possible, use GDI rendering. Options turning off
hardware acceleration can be usually found in application settings. If the content of
application windows is empty, the possible reason can be DirectX rendering used by
application. If there is no option to turn off hardware acceleration or enforce GDI
rendering, you can try the –directxon option, which turns on the basic emulation of
DirectX (D3D9,D3D10,D3D11) over GDI. Emulation should be turned on for specific
applications (not generally) as it enforces loading of DirectX 9,10,11 DLL libraries
into process. Sample content of guiapp.cfg file that turns on the DirectX emulation for
myd3dapp.exe:
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c:\prog\myd3dapp.exe -directxon

-dxdelay
(slow down DirectX frame processing)
-dxdelay=msc_delay
Some DirectX applications place high CPU load on the server. When working
remotely it is not possible to transfer over network so many frames as application can
generate, so most of the CPU power is wasted. If DirectX application place to high
load on the server CPU, you can use –dxdelay option to specify minimal time in
milliseconds between DirectX frames that will be processed by AnyWin. –dxdelay
used without parameter, sets the minimal time between frames to 200 milliseconds.
You can also specify other value after equal (=) character. For instance, line below
will configure application in such a way that frames delivered by DirectX Present()
method will be processed every 350 milliseconds. Other frames will be ignored.
c:\prog\myd3dapp.exe –directxon –dxdelay=350

-globalcson

(turn on global critical section)

Starting with version 3.7.4.2 AnyWin code has been rewritten to eliminate global
critical section used to synchronize application threads. This change allows for faster
multithread application execution and smaller CPU load. It also minimizes the risk of
application freeze due to possible deadlocks. Staring with version 3.7.4.2 global
synchronization if turned off by default. In case you experience problems with your
application you can use –globalcson option that make application behave as with
earlier AnyWin versions.
-req32bit

(use 32-bit launcher to run .NET application)

Some .NET applications compiled for both 32- or 64-bit OS (AnyCPU) requires
32-bit launcher on 64-bit Windows machine. This parameter is to inform AnyWin
server that 32-bit launcher should be used to run such an application.
-lwtr

(layered windows as transparent – desktop clients only)

Implementation of layered windows (WS_EX_LAYERED) is simplified in desktop
mode clients (Android and HTML client). If popup windows (such as menus) do not
appear or are distorted, you may try –ltwr option, which will change the way layered
windows are handled. When specified, layered windows are treated as transparent,
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which changes the way their system region is calculated and the order of window
repainting.

-wndrepositionoff

(window repositioning OFF)

For windows that are created using CW_USEDEFAULT as window position, AnyWin
adjust the window position for client desktop size. It can generate WM_SIZE and
WM_MOVE message. If application is not prepared to handle such messages at this
execution stage it can result in problems with application functioning. In such cases
use –wndrepositionoff option to turn off the window repositioning.
-clipparent

(don’t send WM_PAINT to clipped parent)

In Windows, parent window that clip children and is fully obscured by children
windows that are invalidated does not receive WM_PAINT message. In default
AnyWin configuration it does receive WM_PAINT with NULL system (painting) region.
In most cases this is not a problem. For applications that relay on this specific Windows
behavior –clipparent option was introduced. Its implementation requires
some extra processing so it can cause slight performance degradation.
-mbrepaintoff

(no menu bar repainting)

In case application has its own menu bar drawing method, AnyWin menu bar
repainting may interfere with application’s method. This may cause menu bar to be
drawn incorrectly. In such a case use –mbrepaintoff option to turn AnyWin menu
bar repainting off.
-cliptosvoff (clipboard to server off)
Blocks clipboard data transfer from client to server application. Does not influence
data transfer in the opposite direction and between applications running on the
server.
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-clipfromsvoff (clipboard from server off)
Blocks clipboard data transfer from server application to client. Does not influence
data transfer in the opposite direction and between applications running on the
server.
-fttosvoff (file transfer to server off)
Blocks the file transfer from client to server (upload). The restriction is enforced in
remote file access driver wfflt.sys (version 1.2.7+) and in TrmAPI
TApiGetFileFromTerminal()function.
-ftfromsvoff (file transfer from server off)
Blocks the file transfer from server to client (download). The restriction is enforced in
remote file access driver wfflt.sys (version 1.2.7+) and in TrmAPI
TApiPutFileToTerminal()function.

HTML5/JavaScript client
HTML5 client works in web browser window. Most of popular browsers (latest
versions) are supported (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Opera and Safari).
To run an application in the browser window, you should use the IP address of the
computer running the AnyWin server with internal HTTP server enabled:
http://10.1.2.3/
The internal HTTP server by default listens on TCP port 80, but you can adjust the
default port in the server configuration (Preferences/Options/Configure WEB
interface). For example if you change TCP port to 85 you should use the following
address format in your browser:
http://10.1.2.3:85/
After connection to the server is established you will see the login page, where you
should enter your user name, password and the domain name (when Windows
authentication is enabled on the server). After your credentials are accepted you will
see the list of allowed applications. Then you can run one of these applications using
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Run in browser button to run the selected application in the browser window or Run
button to launch your native client (wfc.exe) if installed.

HTTPS/SSL encryption
From version 3.9.6.0 there is a possibility of additional transmission encryption using
the secure HTTPS protocol. Activation of HTTPS transmission requires installation of
the appropriate certificate on the AnyWin server computer.
Running the HTML5 client in HTTPS transmission mode requires the use of the
appropriate server address:
https://server_name.domain
for example:
https://appsv.AnyWin.net
Please note that the computer's symbolic address must be exactly the same as the one
confirmed by the certificate installed on the server.

Launching applications using direct URL links
Applications can be launched in a web browser window using URL desktop shortcuts
or URL links in the following format:
http://server_address:port/runapp?app=application_name;
wdir=working_directory;user=user_name;pars=app_parameters;
l=language_number



Parameter port is not mandatory if the AnyWin HTTP server listens on
standard http port number (80).



The field application_name is an application short name – this name must be
unique and cannot be used for any other published application on the server – this
field is mandatory.
The field user=user_name is not mandatory. If not used, the script will ask for
the name on the application start.
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The field wdir=working_directory is not mandatory. If omitted, the default
working directory will be used.
The field pars=app_parameters should be included only in case if parameters
are necessary for proper functioning of the application.
The field l=language_number is not mandatory. If omitted, the stored or
default language will be used.
(Languages: 0 – English, 1 – Polish, 5 – German).

For example:
http://10.1.2.3/runapp?app=Notepad;user=John;pars=my_letter.txt;
l=0

For HTTPS/SSL, you must change the server address in the URL link:
https://server_name.domain/runapp?....

ATTENTION!
Please note that such URLs will work properly only when appropriate option in the
server settings is enabled (Preferences/Options/Configure WEB interface/Enable
direct application launch via URL) . All short application names must be unique
within the AnyWin server.
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V. AnyWin –server configuration
The program WMTool.exe (AnyWin Management Tool) allows to configure the
parameters of AnyWin server. Principal functions of the program are listed below:
 Displaying information about the server (license ownership, number of users,
running time).
 Server start/restart, maintenance mode enabling.
 Reading/modifying/saving of the server options.
 Creating/modifying/removing the server user accounts.
 Monitoring of terminal application (RAM usage, CPU time, network protocols,
addresses, etc.).
The program communicates with the AnyWin server via the network (using the
UDP/IP protocol) and thus can be executed on any Windows system computer with
access to the IP network. The WMTool can manage several AnyWin servers
simultaneously (up to 64).

Starting and configuring the WMTool program
The WMTool program can be started directly from the AnyWin server by selecting a
button, or as a separate application launched from the Start Menu or from the
command line of the operating system. WMTool started by the AnyWin server can
manage this server only. If it is started as an independent application, it can manage
several AnyWin servers.

Starting the program from the AnyWin server
AnyWin does not have built-in configurator and monitor functionalities. For all
modification of server parameters, changes in user accounts and viewing of session
parameters an external WMTool module must be used. For easy access it can be
started directly from the main server window by selecting the Preferences & Monitor
button. Starting of the module will automatically connect the process with the server
that is to be managed and will block any connections to other servers. In the WMTool
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information window a limited menu will appear, which can be used to change the
language of the user interface and the program messages.
ATTENTION!
Since version 3.6.0.0 language selection has been moved into the Options section.

The contents of the information window are described in section „Main information
window” on page 58.

Starting from „Start Menu” or from the command line
After the installation of the AnyWin server using the supplied installation program, a
shortcut to the module WMTool – AnyWin Management Tool will appear in the
StartMenu. Using this shortcut or calling:
> wmtool.exe
from the command line, starts WMTool application in the „multi-server” mode,
allowing to manage up to 64 AnyWin servers.
In the main program window the File menu can be used for adding, removing or
modifying the access parameters of managed servers. Apart from that, a list of the
servers is displayed in the window along with a Connect button.
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The configuration of the WMTool program is done by choosing the language of the
graphic interface and messages (using the Tools menu) and by defining the list of
servers, which can be managed. Those functions are accessible from the main
menu of the program.
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Main menu
The program main menu consists of three submenus: Files, Tools and Help. If the
WMTool module was started from the AnyWin server, the only action allowed by
the menu is to change the language version of the program.

All three submenus are active in the „multi-server” mode of the program – when it is
started from the Start Menu or from the command line:
 File – contains a set of functions to manage the list of servers and the command to
exit the program.
 Tools – contains the function to change the language of the graphic interface and
the program messages. Available now are two languages: Polish and English.
 Help – contains the function to open the program information window. Most
information about the functions of the program are available as tips displayed
automatically after the mouse cursor is placed over the selected item.

File Menu
The functions of the File menu allow adding, removing and changing the position of
entries on the list of managed servers. Each entry is identified by a name (nickname)
and corresponds to a set of parameters which give access to the server (the protocol,
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addrss and port). Following functions are available:

 New connection
 Remove connection
 Modify connection
Additional functions:
 Save list of connections – saves the list of managed servers with corresponding
connection parameters in the Windows Registry or in the configuration file.
 Exit – terminates the WMTool application.
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New connection function
Selecting the New connection function brings up a dialog window. The window is
used to enter the server connection parameters.

The window contains following information fields:

Server nickname – a character string selected by the user, which will be
used to identify the connection (server) in all dialog windows of the
WMTool program.

Server address – the network address of the managed server, given as a
numerical address (as shown in the figure) or as a symbolic host name (e.g.
terminal.company.com).

Port/Socket – port number which will be used by the AnyWin server to
await commands of the WMTool module (default port number is 19C6
hexadecimal or 6598 decimal). The default can be changed by using the
terminal server command line option /WMT=port_number.
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wfserver.exe /WMT=19C5h (hexadecimal value)
wfserver.exe /WMT=6597 (decimal value)
TCP/UDP – anetwork protocol for communication between configurator
and the managed server.
Two buttons are available:

Add – add entryto the list of connections.

Cancel – cancel editing and do not add the new server to the list.
Modify connection function
The function uses the same window layout as the New connection function. The
only difference is that the name of the connection cannot be edited and the button
Add is replaced with Modify. All other parameters are the same.
Remove connection function
After confirmation, this function removes an entry from the list of connections.
Save list of connections function
After confirmation, this function saves the list of connections and the selected
language of the graphic interface in the configuration file or in the Windows
Registry (depending on the version). Manual editing of the registry or the
configuration file is not recommended.
Exit function
Terminates the WMTool application, asking if the changes made to the list of
connections are to be saved.

Connecting to AnyWin server
To connect to a AnyWin server choose the name of the connection corresponding to
this server from the list and press the Connect button. The server may ask for the
access password (if activated before). If all connection parameters are correct, the
network link is operational and no other WMTool is connected to the server, the main
information window corresponding to the inspected server will appear. Otherwise, an
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error message will be displayed. After the connection is established, the Connect
button becomes inactive if the same server is selected from the list.

Main information window
The main information window contains essential information about the connected
AnyWin server:

Name of the connection (as defined on the list of connections).

Date and time ofthe server launch.

Name and addressofthe licenseowner.

Maximum allowed number of sessions or connected computers
(depending on the license type).

License type (full – FULL USE, evaluation – EVALUATION, developers –
DEVELOPMENT).

License number.

TCP and HTTP (or HTTPS/SSL) ports which are used by the server to await
calls from the terminals (if the server has not been activated using the Start
button or one of the protocols has not been implemented/enabled, ‘------------’
characters will appear).

Number of existing sessions.

Number of connected devices (workstations) – always smaller or equal to
the number of sessions.

Numberofclientupgrades in progress.
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Several buttons which are used to start individual functions of the WMTool
application are located in the lower part of the main information window.
 Display a message to users – opens a dialog window which allows you to define
and send a text message to all logged in users (max 300 characters).
 Maintenance mode – checking of this field switches the server to the maintenance
mode. In this mode the server does not accept any logins. The already connected
sessions work normally. After the maintenance mode is selected the green sign
next to the selection field will change to red. Logins will no longer be blocked and
the sign will change color to green after the maintenance mode is switched off.
 Server(Re)start – clicking this button will restart the AnyWin server. All active
sessions will be disconnected. The green sign next to the button will temporarily
change color to yellow and return to green after restart. A restart with the
maintenance mode selected will disconnect all sessions and prevent any new
connections.
 Users accounts – opens a dialog window to manage the AnyWin server user
accounts. The handling, layout and contents of the User accounts window are
described in the „User groups and accounts ” section on page 67.
 Applications - opens a dialog window for allowed applications list management.
The server verifies at each login if the launched application is on the list. If not, the
connection is rejected. The handling, layout and contents of the Allowed
applications window are described in the „Allowed applications” section on page
76.
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 Options – opens a dialog window of the AnyWin server configurator which
allows changing the parameters of the server. The parameters and the layout and
contents of the Options dialog window are described in the „AnyWin server ”
section on page 60. The handling, layout and contents of the User accounts
window are described in the „User groups and accounts ” section on page 67.
 Server monitor – opens a dialog window which allows to monitor the status of all
active sessions, in particular the address of the client station, the user name, and
the memory and CPU usage. It can also be used to terminate (“kill”) a session. For
a detailed description of the monitor see the „Server monitor” section on page 78.
 Licensing – opens a dialog window of the server activation module. The activation
process is described in „AnyWin server activation” on page 17.
 Refresh – reads current information from the server and refreshes the contents of
the information window.
 Disconnect – disconnects the session with the managed server. In the multi-server
work mode this activates the Connect button in the main window of WMTool.
Disconnect terminates the WMTool module altogether if the program was started
from the Terminal server using the button, thus in the single server mode.
 Farm – opens a dialog window which allows administrator to configure the server
for working as a farm member. Detailed configuration is described in chapter
“Working as a farm member” on page 65.

AnyWin server configurable options
Current values of all parameters are read from the server at the start of this dialog
window.
Two buttons are located in the upper part of the window:
 Defaults – sets all parameters to default values (use this function with caution as
the default values overwrite all previously made and unsaved changes).
 Refresh data – reads current values of the parameters from the AnyWin server
(this function overwrites all previously made and unsaved changes as well).
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Available configuration options
 Server port – a text field with the port/socket number on which the server awaits
connections from user terminals. Default setting for the TCP/IP protocol is 19C9h
(6601 decimal).
 Event log details level – a selection list assuming values from 0 to 5 which
determines how many details will be written to the event log. The value 0 means
that only the most important messages will be written, the value 5 is for all
messages to be written. The default value of the parameter is 1.
 Debug log messages type – a selection list which determines what type of debug
messages will be written into the log. The default value of the parameter is 0. This
value may be changed only at the request of support team.
 Shutdown the server – a selection field which allows to switch on an automatic
shutdown of the Terminal server at a given time on selected days. After activating
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this option the remaining fields (the hour, minute, and day of the week) will
become active. Enter the time of the server shutdown and mark the days on which
the option is to be active. By default this option is not active.
 WMTool access protected with – a checkbox which determines if the server
requires a password from the WMTool application. Authorization may be done
using AnyWin users accounts or using global password the same for every
WMTool user. Global password must be entered in the text field next to the
checked radio box. The password must be at least 8 characters long and must
contain at least one digit, one letter and one non-alphanumeric character. By
default this option is not active.
 Enable internal HTTP server – runs AnyWin HTTP server which allows
launching application via internet browser.
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 Configure WEB interface – opens dialog box which allows to configure HTTP
listener port number (default 80) in case of conflict with another HTTP server
running on this machine, enable or disable HTTPS/SSL and change default port
number for HTTPS. It is also possible to remove some interface elements from
allowed applications list and to change the title of the application list. There is also
a possibility of enabling direct application launch via URL (described in chapter
“HTML5/JavaScript client”on page 50) or activating the demo mode, which is
described in chapter “The DEMO mode of AnyWin server” on page 92.
 Server language – a combo box used for language selection of the server and
WMTool application.
 Encrypt transmission – a checkbox used for switching on the encryption of
transmission between the terminal and the application. The encryption causes
slightly larger load on the server. By default, the encryption is switched off. After
selecting, a list of available encryption algorithms becomes active (the encryption
algorithms and methods are described in section „Encryption of network
transmission” on page 12).
 Enable global server access protection (MAC filter) – a checkbox that activates
the server access security module based on unique identifiers (usually the MAC
address of the network adapter). After checking the checkbox, the Manage access
button will be unlocked. The button allows to add and/or delete allowed
identifiers. Users can log in to the server only from workstations with identifiers
stored in the server database.
To facilitate unique identifiers management the learning mode is available (the
server stores identifiers of all users logging in).
 Enable restricted user access to server (MAC filter) – a checkbox that activates the
user’s access restriction module. The user can log in to his account only from one
or several computers (up to 8) whose IDs are stored in his profile on the server.
To facilitate management the learning mode is available (the server stores
identifiers of all computers, from which user is logs in).
 Application will be closed after a link failure within – a text field giving the time
in seconds after which no network activity from the terminal will cause a session
disconnection (default value is 60 seconds).
 GUI client reconnecting – a checkbox which enables clients to automatically
reconnect in case of network problems.
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 Create a Windows firewall rule to allow access to the AnyWin server – a
checkbox which enables checking and adding some rules to the Windows firewall
to allow proper network communication with the AnyWin server. Note that these
rules do not apply to applications which can be launched via AnyWin server. For
servers working in the farm, this option should be enabled separately for each
farm member server.
 Disable filesystem mapping – a checkbox which disables visibility of GUI client
filesystem for all applications (turns off the Windows client filesystem mapping).
When filesystem mapping is enabled, application can access client files via
c:\WfMount directory.
 Enable debugging – debugging mode for filesystem mapping – should be used
carefully due to creating of very large files on server.
 Enable automatic AnyWin start after reboot – after reboot, the computer will
automatically login (if appropriate checkbox is checked) and start AnyWin
server. After the server is started user console can be automatically locked (if
enabled).

When you scroll down the list, additional options become available:
 Start server minimized to system tray – the server starts as an icon in the system
tray.
 Automatically mount shared network folders – this option allows you to define 3
different network folders which will be mounted as network drives when the
AnyWin server starts.
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 Prevent computer standby mode – a checkbox which allows preventing the server
computer going into standby mode which may result in server connection loss.
 Performance counters – if this checkbox is selected, Windows performance
counters related to current AnyWin state are continuously updated. The number
of connected sessions and devices, medium connection time can be read by an
external monitoring software.

Working as a farm member
Clicking the Farm button in the main information window opens the farm
configuration dialog. It allows the administrator to establish a AnyWin server farm
manager or to connect the AnyWin server to an existing farm as a member server.
ATTENTION!
Only licensed (activated) AnyWin server is able to act as a farm manager server.
Only nonz-activated servers for 2 users can be used as farm members.
The following parameters are needed:


Server works as a farm member – checking this box enables the server to
connect with wfman service running on the farm server computer (licensed
AnyWin server) with IP address specified in Farm manager IP text field.
For the licensed AnyWin server working as the farm manager server the
address must be set to 127.0.0.1
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Server name and IP address – server computer name (it can be changed in
Windows operating system only using computer properties dialog). If the
server has more than one IP address, the administrator has to choose from
‘IP address’ list one of them which will be used for client connections.
Enable farm password – the password and the confirmation (up to 30
characters) used for protection against connecting an unknown server to
the farm. The password must be exactly the same on all member servers.
NAT – checking this checkbox informs the farm manager that the server
works in Local Area Network behind the router with Network Address
Translation enabled.
Router address – IP address of the NAT router as seen from the Internet
(workstations connect to this IP address)
TCP Port – TCP port number on the NAT router to which client
workstations connect (with the exception of HTML5/WEB clients).
HTTP Port – TCP port number on the NAT router to which
HTML5/WEB clients connect.
Enable load balancing – checking this box enables load balancing system
on this server – client connections may be redirected to another server for
keeping uniform servers load.
Maximum sessions number for the server – maximum number of remote
processes, concurrently running on the server, which will be treated by
the system as 100% load of the server. The value should be determined
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experimentally for each server. Values attributed to each farm server
describe their relative power and are used by load balancing algorithm.
Include CPU load – checking this box includes CPU load into algorithm
of distributing client connections. After the 80% of maximum number of
connected sessions is reached, systems will start distributing subsequent
connections depending on current CPU load. If the maximum number of
connected sessions is set to 1 and ‘Include CPU load’ box is checked then
the only criteria of load balancing will be CPU load.
Store options locally for the server – checking this checkbox will cause
server preferences to be stored individually for a given server. This does
not apply to applications and user accounts that are always shared by all
farm members.

User groups and accounts
The AnyWin software can authenticate users with its own account mechanism. It can
also do that using Windows server/domain accounts. The dialog window User
accounts is used for adding, modifying and removing user accounts in the AnyWin
server or granting the appropriate rights to Windows server users. There is also a
possibility of defining groups of users and granting them rights to execute specific
applications. The current list of the Terminal server users and groups together with
Active Directory data are read in when the dialog window is started.
The button Refresh is located in the lower part of the window and can be used at any
time to reload the list of the accounts from the server. This function should be used
carefully as it might cause overwriting of recently made, unsaved changes.
The combo box called Authentication via is located in the upper part of the window
and is used for selecting “AnyWin” or “Windows AD” method of authentication.
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The main elements of the window are the list of user groups and the list of user
accounts.
1. List containing names of server user groups.
Next to the list there are buttons for managing of user groups:




2.

List containing names of user accounts.
Next to the list there are buttons for managing of users list:
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Add group – adds a new group to the list
Add/remove users – adds or removes user accounts from the selected group
Drop group – removes the selected group from the list (the group members
are removed from the group before).
Applications – sharing applications for the selected group

Add account – adds a new user to the list.
Edit account – confirms the change of parameters for the selected account.
Drop account – removes the selected account from the list.
Unlock – unlocks account locked after a number of failed logins. The button
becomes active when the locked account is selected on the list.
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Applications – sharing applications for individual users

There are some controls which can be used to define global parameters of user
accounts in AnyWin authorization mode:
 Export accounts to file – exports the list of accounts including the account
parameters to a text file. The function opens a dialog window which allows to
choose the directory and the file name used to save the data.
 Import accounts from file – imports the list of accounts from a text file. The format
of the list is described in the last part of this section. The function opens a dialog
window which allows to select the data file. After a file is chosen, the user is asked
if all existing accounts should be removed. The program will report any format
errors in the imported text file.
 Password reusing forbidden – if this checkbox is checked, the user can not choose
a new password that is identical to one that has been used before, within a given
time. The time used to remember old passwords can be given in a field below,
which becomes active when the Password reusing forbidden option is selected.
The default value is 180 days.
 Lock account – if this field is selected, the account will be blocked after a number
of failed login attempts. The number of failed login attempts which will cause the
account to be blocked can be chosen from a selection list below. The list becomes
active when the Lock account option is selected.
 Enforce ‘strong’ user passwords – if this checkbox is activated the system does
not accept simple and easy passwords. All user passwords must be at least 8
characters long and must contain at least one digit, one letter and one character
from the following set: ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = [ ] { } | , . < > ? : ; ” ’. Passwords
defined before this option was activated remain valid. By default this option is not
active.
 Grant access to all application to newly created users – every user created when
this checkbox is selected, gets rights to all published applications. After the
checkbox is unchecked newly created user has no rights to any published
application – the administrator has to grant them manually.
While working in AnyWin authentication mode there is a possibility of execute
applications on a different account than the one on which AnyWin server is running.
To define new account for execute applications please select the checkbox:
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 Launch applications as Windows user
and then fill in Domain, Username and Password fields. If the user is a not a domain
user, enter the computer name instead of the domain name.
ATTENTION!
Please note, that you can also define a user mapping for the single application while
publishing. In such a case the mapping created for specific application will have a
higher priority than the global mapping described in this section.
Following buttons are located in the lower part of the dialog window:
 Save – sends the modified list of user accounts to the AnyWin server. After
completing the operations on the list of accounts the list must be sent and saved in
a configuration file of the managed server.
 Cancel – closes the window without confirming of any changes that have been
made.
 OK – closes the dialog window and checks for modifications. If any changes have
been made, asks if the changes should be sent to the server.

Adding or editing a user account
After one of the buttons Add account or Edit account is pressed, a new dialog will
appear. The dialog is used for setting properties and parameters of the user account:
 Name – a text field which can contain any ASCII characters. The length of the
name is limited to 30 characters.
 Password – a text field to enter the user password. The length of the password is
limited to 30 characters. If the Strong user passwords function is not active the
password can be any sequence of ASCII characters from 1 to 30 characters long. If
the Strong user passwords function is active the password must be at least 8
characters long and must contain at least one digit, one letter and one character
from the following set: ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = [ ] { } | , . < > ? : ; ” ’. The
password must be confirmed by retyping it correctly.
 Administrator – a checkbox which grants WMTool server configuration rights to
the user.
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 Login limits – a selection of login restrictions imposed on a given user. The log in
access for a given account can be restricted to one or several sessions, or limited to
only one workstation. The maximum number of active sessions that can be held by
the user can be chosen from a selection list.
 Password change required – a checkbox that allows to select the validity time of a
user’s password. After a selected time, defined in days in the adjacent text field,
the user must change his password. By default this restriction is not active. After it
is activated the default validity time of a password is 90 days.
 Allowed MAC addresses – the list is available in edit mode only – it allows
managing (adding/removing) MAC identifiers of workstations from which the user
can log into the server. Enable restricted user access to server option must be
checked in AnyWin server preferences.
Two buttons are located in the lower part of the dialog window:
 Save – confirms changes and returns to the main users management dialog
window.
 Cancel – closes the window without confirming of any changes that have been
made.
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Removing a user account
On the list select the account to be deleted and press the Drop account button. The
account will be removed after confirmation.

Adding a user group
After the buttons Add group is pressed, a new dialog will appear. The dialog is used
for setting the name of the group (max. 60 characters). Please save the new group with
Save button.

Removing a user group
On the list select the group to be deleted and press the Drop group button. The group
will be removed after confirmation (all group members will be removed from the
group).

Adding and removing users from the group
On the list select the group to be managed and press the Add/remove users button. The
new window will appear. Select/unselect users to be added or removed from the group
and then save changes with Save button.
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Granting rights to execute applications to users and groups
Application sharing for users and groups is described on page 81.

The format of the import text file
The import file should be a text file with UTF-8/BOM encoding. Each line contains
description of an account or group. Subsequent parameters must be separated by a
space or a tabulator.
Lines with user account description:
 User name – the length of the user name is limited to 30 characters. The user name
must be composed of alphanumeric characters. It must be given in square brackets:
[user name],
 Password type – letter ‘P’ for a password written as clear text, letter ‘E’ for an
encrypted password.
 Password – a character string given in curly brackets. According to the Password
type option, the password can be given as clear text or encrypted.
 Login restrictions – one of the numbers ‘0’, ‘1’ or ‘2’. ‘0’ – no restrictions, ‘1’ –
from one computer only, ‘2’ – limited number of sessions.
 Limited number of sessions – if the limited number of sessions restriction is
selected, the maximum number of sessions which can be held by the user
(accepted values are 1–99).
 Enforce password change – letter ‘Y’ – yes, ‘N’ – no.
 Password validity in days – a number, accepted values are 1–999.
Sample line with user description:
[user1]

P

[userpwd]

0

0

N
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Lines with group description:
 Group name – the length of the group name is limited to 60 characters. The group
name must be composed of alphanumeric characters and be preceded with ‘g/’. It
must be given in square brackets: [group name],
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 Group flags – the decimal number with group flags (accepted values are 0-65535,
the default value is 0).
Sample line with group description:
[g/mygroup] 0
Lines with group member description:
 Group name – the length of the group name is limited to 60 characters. The user
name must be composed of alphanumeric characters and be preceded with ‘ug/’. If
the name contains a space it must be given in square brackets: [group name].
 User name – the length of the user name is limited to 30 characters. The user name
must be composed of alphanumeric characters. It must be given in square brackets:
[user name].
Sample lines with group members description:
[ug/mygroup]
[ug/mygroup]

[user1]
[user2]

The default file extension is *.txp, files with other extensions can also be read.

Authentication via Windows Active Directory
After the server is switched into Windows (Active Directory) authentication mode
User accounts dialog window changes.
Refresh, Save, Cancel, and OK buttons together with the authentication mode switch
remain unchanged in the new window and their purpose is still the same. The rest of
controls are replaced with some new, used for domain definitions and enumeration of
groups of users who have rights to run terminal applications:
 Domain name – name of the domain whose members will be authenticated by the
server.
 Allow clients to bypass the domain at logon – enabling the checkbox allows users
to bypass the domain name during logon. In such a case the default domain will
be used.
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Authorize only members of the groups below – after the checkbox is set, only
members of the groups listed in the text control below can be authenticated. To
add or remove groups use Add group or Drop group buttons. To assign
applications to the selected group, use Applications button.



Allow only group assigned applications – when this checkbox is checked, if the
Windows users applications assigning is disabled, each user will have access only
to applications assigned to those groups the user belongs to.
WARNING!







After the checkbox is UNCHECKED, Windows users will have access to all
published applications.
Assign applications to Windows/AD users – checking this checkbox allows
administrator to synchronize AnyWin server users database with Windows
account database. AnyWin stores only Domain 1, Domain 2 and local server
users who are also members of groups specified above.
Update users – a button for initializing user database synchronization. After the
synchronization is finished, user names and theirs domains will be displayed in
User profiles list listbox.
Applications – after this button is pressed, application sharing dialog will be
shown – administrator can grant permission to run some applications for the
selected Windows user.
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Replacing user’s application version on the server
There is a possibility of replacing running application version without necessity of
server shutdown. Administrator can create some subdirectories containing different
versions of the application and point out one of them as the current one in ~appdir.tm
file. On the client side, in the application path, the name of the chosen directory
should be replaced with ‘*’ (asterisk) character. During application execution this
character will be evaluated into the content of ~appdir.tm file:
wfc c:\app c:\app\*\tapp.exe parameter1 parameter2
where the current version of the application is located in the following directory:
c:\app\ver3.0\tapp.exe
and ~appdir.tm file, which is located in c:\app directory, contains text “ver3.0”. An
application working directory can be versioned in the same way as the application
path.
The ~appdir.tm file can contain nothing more than subdirectory name. The server
reads only the first line of the file.

Allowed applications
The Allowed Applications dialog window is used for publishing applications for
remote users. The application cannot be run remotely if it is not included into allowed
applications list. WMTool warns if you try to add non-existent application and
ensures the correct file format. It allows the administrator to add applications in
versioning mode (one of the folders in the application path can be replaced with ‘*’
character). Path with the asterisk will be verified in the same way as the server is
doing while launching the application (via ~appdir.tm file).
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Allowed applications list – the list of applications which can be launched
remotely by the user. Removing one of the applications from the list (using
Delete selected application button), the administrator makes it unavailable for
remote users.
Add new application – a button for publishing applications and making them
available for remote users. Before the path is added, it is verified, and if it is not
found, warning message appears. It can be ignored to force adding non-existent
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application to the list. After the button is pressed a dialog window appears. The
dialog allows the administrator to enter application full path, working directory
and other parameters described in the next section.
Edit selected application – a button used for editing application data.
Delete selected application – a button for removing applications from the list. It
removes the selected application after confirmation.
Create application shortcuts on the client desktop during the first login – after
selecting this checkbox, during the first login, application shortcuts will be
created on the client desktop. Shortcut creation options can be disabled for each
application individually.
Create application shortcuts in the client’s menu Start during the first login –
after selecting this checkbox, during the first login, application shortcuts will be
created in client Start Menu in the specified group. Shortcut creation options can
be disabled for each application individually.
Add encrypted user password into shortcuts – each shortcut link will contain
encrypted user password to allow application launch without AnyWin server
login.
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Ignore allowed application list – after the checkbox is set, the list is ignored for
the CA-Clipper and (x)Harbour applications with linked Terminal libraries.
Window and console applications still must be present on the list to be able to
launch remotely. (Available only in Terminal GUI package).

Application publishing
After one of the buttons Add new application or Edit selected application is pressed, a
new dialog window will be displayed. The dialog is used to define or modify
parameters of published application.

Instead of manually entering parameters, there is also a possibility of selecting
application executable or shortcut file using file dialog launched with
button. It
works only with WMTOOL started directly from AnyWin server. All data defined in
the dialog will be passed to client workstation and will be used for remote application
launching:
 Short application name – the name which will appear under application icon on
the client workstation for proper application identification.
 Application icon – by clicking the icon you can change it by selecting the file
containing the new icon (.ico or .exe).
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 Full application path – full path of application executable file (using ‘*’ for
application versioning is also possible – see description on page 76).
 Application working directory – full path of applitaion working directory – some
environment variables may be included ie. %HOMEDRIVE%\%HOMEPATH%. If this
field remains empty, user will be able to fill it on the client side just before
launching the application.
 Application parameters – the list of application command line parameters. If this
field remains empty, user will be able to fill it on the client side just before
launching the application.
 Client environment variables – the list of comma separated environment variables
names. Names will be passed to the client workstation and their values will be read
just before application launching. The list of values will be send back to the server
and set for the application.
 Disable filesystem mapping – a checkbox which disables visibility of client
filesystem for the application.
 Disable shortcuts creations – a checkbox which prevents the creation of the
application shortcuts on client workstation.
 Terminate all device applications on exit – a checkbox which cause that all server
processes launched from this workstation will be shut down on close of this
application.
 Run the application as a Windows user – a checkbox which opens dialog window
to enter the name and password of the Windows account on which the application
is to be launched. Regardless of the AnyWin username used to log in, the
application will always run on the selected Windows account.
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After the Enable mapping button is clicked the login details will be verified and
the mapping will be activated. The Delete mapping button turns off the mapping
and restores the standard launch behavior (application is launched on the
AnyWin server account or the globally mapped Windows user).
 Add and Cancel – buttons for saving or discarding changes made in the dialog
window.
 Client options – opens dialog box that allows administrator to define the set of
client parameters related to this application. Parameters defined by users on their
workstations will be overwritten with the parameters defined on the server (for this
application only).
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On Printers and COM Ports tabs, the checkbox “Overwrite the following settings on
all client workstations” means that the set of parameters below will overwrite settings
on client workstations.
On Transmission and Options tabs, column of checkboxes labeled “Overwrite value
on client” allows administrators to decide which parameter on the right side will
overwrite corresponding parameter on the client.
All client parameters are described in chapter “Using the wfc.exe client in graphic
mode” on page 23.

Application sharing for individual users and groups
Each user defined in AnyWin server can share all or some applications listed on the
list of allowed applications. By default, each newly created user gets access to all
applications on the ‘allowed’ list. To change this, go to user accounts management
window (p. 44), select a username from the list and click Applications button (next to
the list of users). In the dialog box that appears, select individual applications or check
‘Make all application available for selected user’ checkbox and save selections with
‘Save’ button.
In a similar way, you can share applications for groups. Select the group on the list of
groups and then press Applications button (next to the list of groups) and select
applications to be available for the group. Newly created groups have no access to any
applications.
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From version 3.5.0.0 of AnyWin server, there is a possibility of assigning application
to Windows users. Applications can be assigned only to members of groups entitled
to use of AnyWin server. Processes of defining groups and synchronization of
AnyWin users database with Windows/ActiveDirectory accounts are described in
chapter “User groups and accounts” on page 67.
From version 3.9.6.1 there is also a possibility of assigning applications to Windows
groups of users. This can be done in the same way as for AnyWin groups.

Improving server access security with a unique
MAC identifier
From version 3.9.4.0 there is a possibility of securing users' access with a unique
computer identifier. For the native version of client software (wfc.exe) this is the
network interface (MAC) identifier, for other versions (HTML5, Android) it is an
automatically generated unique identifier associated with a specific web browser.
Access can be limited on two levels:
 global access – the server remembers the pool of allowed identifiers and it is not
possible to connect from the computer with an identifier outside the saved pool.
 user access – the server remembers the pool of allowed identifiers for each user
account individually, so the user can login to the server only from specific
workstations.
In both cases, the learning mode is available. When enabled, the server allows access
all users and workstations and memorizes their identifiers as allowed. The identifiers
for both restriction levels are stored independently.
After the learning mode is disabled, the pool of stored identifiers can be managed
using tools available in the server configurator.
Activation/deactivation of MAC filtering and learning modes is described in chapter
“AnyWin server configurable options” on page 60.

Access management in global access restriction mode
After restrictions are enabled in the server configurator, the Manage access button
becomes enabled. The button opens dialog window used for adding/removing allowed
identifiers.
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An ID can be added manually or by selecting from the list of rejected connection
attempts. The list is created on the basis of all login attempts with correct user
credentials rejected by MAC filter. The list is maintained until the AnyWin server is
shut down. After it is started the list is built from the beginning. To facilitate the
management, the list contains identifiers and corresponding operating systems/web
browsers of client workstations.

Identifiers can be added also by activating the learning mode. In this mode all
identifiers after a correct user login are considered to be allowed and remembered in
the database.

Access management in user access restriction mode
After enabling this option, the possibility of adding/removing allowed identifiers is
unlocked in the users management window. For AnyWin authentication mode, the
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management is possible from the user account editing level (Edit account button).
When authentication via Windows/Active Directory is enabled the management is
possible by using Manage access button, which opens a window for adding/deleting
allowed identifiers.
Identifiers can be added also by activating the learning mode.

Configuration of the internal HTTP / HTTPS server
AnyWin's internal HTTP/HTTPS server allows for access to published applications
via a web browser. This server has limited capabilities, and its functionality is
sufficient to run the requested application in the web browser window. Before you
start the AnyWin server with HTTP enabled, to avoid port conflicts, you must disable
all other HTTP servers on your computer or use the AnyWin options to change the
default ports (80 for HTTP and 443 for HTTPS) to those that do not interfere with the
ports used by other software. Enabling the server and configuring its options is
described in the chapter AnyWin server configurable options in the description of the
following options: Enable internal HTTP server and Configure WEB interface on
page 62.

Creating customized/custom HTML5 client home pages
In licensed (activated) AnyWin servers, you can use custom HTML5 client home page
formats. After installing the server, the AnyWin\server\httproot directory
contains compressed files with examples of using the AnyWin client JavaScript API.
The introduction to creating your own startup pages and API documentation are
available on our website:

Access via secure HTTPS / SSL protocol
The HTTPS server can be run only on the licensed (activated) AnyWin server. To
work properly, it requires an appropriate SSL certificate combined with a private key
installed on the computer on which the AnyWin server is running. The certificate in
the certificate_name.pfx format should be installed in the personal certificate store in
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the user account where the AnyWin server will be run. For proper work, its name
must be entered in ‘Configure WEB interface’ window exactly as installed in the
Windows system (case sensitive). The certificate name can be found using Internet
Explorer browser on the server. To see the name run the IE browser, then click Tools
(or gear icon)->Internet Options->Content->Certificates. The list of installed
certificates will be displayed. Find the certificate to be used by the AnyWin server and
copy appropriate name from the ‘Issued to’ column to the SSL Certificate name
text filed in AnyWin HTTP server configuration window. The name is case sensitive
and should contain all special characters (asterisks) if exist.
If you choose a custom port number (e.g. 2000 instead of 443), the new port number
should be included in the URL you enter into the browser:
https://wfserver.AnyWin.net:2000
Examples of certificate generation and integration with the AnyWin server are
available on our website:

Server monitor
The server monitor presents the information about terminal sessions running on the
application server at the moment. It also provides a tool to remove selected session,
which for some reason cannot be closed from the user terminal.
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Following information is displayed in the monitor window:

Session number

User name / account name
Communication protocol

NAT addressofthe workstation(if used)

Address of the user workstation

Date and time ofthe session login

ID of the application process on the Windows server (PID)
Application name(if available)

Time (in seconds) since the last client message

Time (in seconds) since the last application message

Memory usage

CPU time used by the application
The contents of the window can be sorted by any column by clicking on the header of
that column. By default the contents of the window are sorted by the TID session
number. If the user selects sorting by another column, a ‘*’ sign will appear in the
header of that column.
The dialog window contains a number of additional buttons:
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 Refresh – reads current information from the server, the content of the window is
replaced by the new information.
 CPU details – opens a dialog window which shows information about the CPU
used by the application divided into the user CPU time and the system kernel CPU
time.
 RAM details – opens a dialog window which contains detailed information about
the memory used by the application.
 Kill session – terminates the selected session regardless of its status.
 Exit – closes the monitor window and returns to the main dialog window.
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VI. Automatic update of AnyWin client
software
From version 3.0.0.0 AnyWin software has been equipped with an automatic client
software updates. After changing the server version and placing client files into
appropriate directories on the server, client software on terminal machines will be
automatically updated to the version required by the server.

Adding and modifying upgrade files on the server
During installation of AnyWin server, appropriate client update files will be placed
into ./server/client subdirectory. These client files have the same version as the
installed AnyWin server and are delivered on request to the client machines which
have mismatching client version installed. Manual modification of these files is
possible only when the server (wfserver.exe) is turned off or when it is in the
maintenance mode. Forcing the exchange of these files during normal server operation
can cause errors or even total damage of the client files.
Modifying/adding files located in server/client/xxx/gte directory is not recommended,
unless it is absolutely necessary. All user files should be placed into
server/client/xxx/gte/user subdirectory. With caution, you can modify or add files in
the server maintenance mode. After the mode is turned on the server checks whether
any updates are carried out, blocks all new connections and unlocks the update files.
After the new files are copied and the maintenance mode is turned off, the files will be
identified by the server and become available for client workstations. If there are
running updates during turning maintenance mode on, the server will inform the
administrator and recommend waiting until all the updates are finished.
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Client workstation upgrade procedure
The upgrade is initialized on the client side. At each login the server sends correct
version numbers to the client, where, after verification, the decision about the update
is taken. If the client and server versions do not match, the new folder is created where
all the new files from server are copied to. After all the files are downloaded, the
updated version of the client is executed. In case the client and server versions are the
same, the client verifies its own files and synchronizes them with the server. Older
versions are backed up. Automatic upgrades works only for files stored in the client
(gteXXXX) directory and in the gteXXXX/user subdirectory. Other subdirectories and
files will not be updated.
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VII. The DEMO mode of AnyWin server
The demo mode (available in AnyWin server since version 3.7.4.0) allows user to
launch selected application in a internet browser window without being authenticated
via username and password. The application is launched via URL, which can be sent
to user via e-mail or any web page.
To run demo mode, follow these steps:
 Run WMTOOL application using Preferences button in AnyWin server
dialog.
 Choose Options/Configure WEB interface.
 Check Enable DEMO mode checkbox.
 Save all the changes and close Options window.
 Click Users accounts button.
 Select Authentication via AnyWin.
 Click Create DEMO button (account ~WFDEMO will be created).
 Save the changes using Save button.
 Select user ~WFDEMO on the list and then click Applications button.
 Choose applications to be run in DEMO mode.
 Save all changes and close WMTOOL application.
To run the application in a browser window, use URL in the following format:
http://server.address.com/demo?appname=application%20name
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VIII. Testing of terminal operation on a slow
network link
The most reliable method of testing the terminal work of applications on slow network
links is a test in real conditions on a network link on which the application will be
used. Since such tests are not always possible the wfc.exe program offers a number of
options which can be used to perform such tests on a LAN network. The wfc.exe
allows to emulate slow network link working conditions according to the supplied
parameters of the network link. If the application is to be used on a symmetric link
(one on which the throughput is the same in both directions), it is best to use the
option:
–LINK=kbps,
which defines the throughput of the emulated network link in kilobytes per second.
For instance, for a single base ISDN channel of 64 kbps the correct option is:
-LINK=64
If the application is to be used on an asymmetric network link (such as ADSL), it is
necessary to define separately the network link throughput from gte.exe to the server
(-UPLINK) and from the server to gte.exe (-DOWNLINK). For instance, for ADSL 512
connection with an uplink throughput 128 kbps, proper options are:
-UPLINK=128 –DOWNLINK=512
Apart from the throughput, the network links are characterized by the delay induced
by telecommunication devices. The best method to measure the network link delay is
by using the PING command, for instance for Windows:
ping –n 100 10.1.1.1
After sending of 100 packets the command will display among others the average
delay time of packets in milliseconds. If this time is greater than 0, it is advised to
specify it using the –DELAY option. This will make the network link emulation more
adequate. If the delay time is given, ½ of this value modified by a random component
is lost each time network packet is sent or received by gte.exe. Emulation tests should
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be carried out on a fast network, e.g. a LAN network. On such network the additional
delays induced by the actual transmission are negligible.
Another option useful for testing of the application work in slow network conditions is
–NETSTAT. If called with this option, the gte.exe will open a small window containing
the statistics of network traffic. The most important value „Rcv Network” shows the
number of bytes send from the application to gte.exe over the network link. The value
„Snd Network” is the number of bytes sent in the opposite direction. It is less crucial
since the network traffic to the application is usually much smaller. The value „Avg
bandwdth” is the average used bandwidth of the network link from the application to
gte.exe. This value is calculated by dividing the total network traffic in this direction
by the running time of the application.
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